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Between 1760 and 1792, a west African man known to history as Thomas Peters crossed the 
Atlantic Ocean four times. In 1760 slave raiders captured Peters, whose original African name 

is unknown, marched him to the coast, and sold him to French slave merchants. He traveled 
in a slave ship to the French colony of Louisiana, where he probably worked on a sugar plan-
tation. But Peters was not a docile servant. He attempted to escape at least three times, and 

his master punished him by beating him, branding him with a hot iron, and forcing him to 
wear shackles around his legs. During the 1760s his French master sold Peters to an English 
planter, and about 1770 a Scottish landowner in North Carolina bought him. 

During the 1770s, as English colonists in North America prepared to rebel against the 

British government in the interests of "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness," slaves of 

African ancestry considered their own prospects and looked for ways to obtain personal free-

dom. Peters was among them. When war broke out, he made his way with his wife and 

daughter to British lines and joined the Black Pioneers, a company of escaped slaves who 

fought to maintain British rule in the colonies. When the colonists won the war, Peters es-
caped to Nova Scotia with his family and many other former slaves. 

Blacks were legally free in Nova Scotia, but the white ruling elites forced them to till mar-

ginal lands and live in segregated villages. In hopes of improving their lot, some two hun-
dred black families designated Peters as their spokesman and sent him to London to petition 
the government for better treatment or resettlement in a more favorable land. In 1790 Peters 
sailed to England, where he promoted the establishment of a colony for former slaves in 

Sierra Leone. His efforts succeeded, and the next year he returned to Nova Scotia to seek re-

cruits for the colony. In 1792 he led 1,196 blacks aboard a convoy of fifteen ships and began 

his fourth crossing of the Atlantic Ocean. The colonists arrived safely at Freetown, and Peters 

served as a leader of the black community there. His time in Freetown was tense and short—

he experienced the great pressures of settlement and leadership and then died of malarial 
fever less than four months after arriving in Sierra Leone. Through his own life and experi-
ences, Thomas Peters personified the links connecting the lands of the Atlantic Ocean basin. 

For the most part, the peoples of sub-Saharan Africa continued to follow established pat-
terns of life in early modern times. They built states and organized societies based on kinship 

groups as their Bantu-speaking predecessors had done for centuries. In west Africa and coastal 
east Africa, they also traded regularly with Muslim merchants from north Africa and south-
west Asia. 

 

 

OPPOSITE: Below decks on an illegal slave ship seized by a British antislavery patrol in 1846. 
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Yet the establishment of global trade networks brought deep change to sub-Saharan 

Africa. Commercial opportunities drew European vessels to the coast of west Africa, and mari-

time trade soon turned west African attention to the Atlantic. Maritime commerce did not put 

an end to the trans-Saharan caravan trade that linked west Africa to the Mediterranean, but it 

helped promote the emergence of prosperous port cities and the establishment of powerful 

coastal kingdoms that traded through the ocean rather than the desert. In central Africa and 

south Africa, European merchants brought the first substantial opportunities for long-distance 

trade, since Muslim merchants had not ventured to those regions in large numbers. 

Trade through the Atlantic profoundly affected African society because it included trade in 

human beings. African peoples had made a place for slavery within their societies for cen-

turies, and they had also supplied slaves to Muslim merchants who transported them to mar-

kets in the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean basin. The Atlantic slave trade, however, was 

vastly larger than the African and Islamic slave trades, and it had more serious consequences 

for African society. Between the fifteenth and nineteenth centuries, it not only siphoned mil-

lions of people from their societies but also provoked turmoil in much of sub-Saharan Africa, 

as some peoples raided others' communities in search of captives for sale to slave traders. 

The vast majority of Africans sold into the Atlantic slave trade went to destinations in the 

Caribbean or the Americas. Most worked on plantations cultivating cash crops for export, al-

though some worked as domestic servants, miners, or laborers. Together they made up the 

largest forced migration in history before the nineteenth century and gave rise to an African 

diaspora in the western hemisphere. Under the restrictive conditions of slavery, they did not 

reconstitute African societies, but they also did not join European or Euro-American society. 

Instead, they preserved some African traditions and blended them with European and Ameri-

can traditions to create hybrid African-American societies. 

African Politics and Society 
in Early Modern Times 

For perhaps three millennia (2000 B.C.E. to 1000 c.E.), Bantu-speaking peoples mi-
grated throughout sub-Saharan Africa. Many organized themselves into villages and 
clans governed by kinship groups rather than formal states. As their numbers grew, 
they devised political structures and built a series of chiefdoms and regional king-
doms. Muslim merchants, who ventured to sub-Saharan Africa after the eighth cen-
tury, brought trade that encouraged the formation of large kingdoms and empires in 
west Africa and thriving city-states in east Africa. 

African peoples continued to form states during the early modern era, but under 
the influence of maritime trade the patterns of state development changed. Regional 
kingdoms replaced the imperial states of west Africa as peoples organized their socie-
ties to take advantage of Atlantic as well as trans-Saharan commerce. The city-states of 
east Africa fell under the domination of Portuguese merchant-mariners seeking com-
mercial opportunities in the Indian Ocean basin. The extension of trade networks also 
led to the formation of regional kingdoms in central Africa and south Africa. As the 
volume of long-distance trade grew, both Islam and Christianity became more promi-
nent in sub-Saharan African societies. 

The States of West Africa and East Africa 
Between the eighth and sixteenth centuries, powerful kingdoms and imperial states 
ruled the savannas of west Africa. The earliest was the kingdom of Ghana, which orig- 
inated perhaps as early as the fourth or fifth century and established its dominance in 
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Timbuktu, the commercial and cultural center of the Mali and Songhay empires, as sketched 

by a French traveler in 1828. Though long in decline, the city's mosques, mud-brick dwellings, 

and crowds of people bespeak a prosperous community. 

the region in the eighth century. By controlling and taxing the trans-Saharan trade in 
gold, the kings of Ghana gained the financial resources they needed to field a large 
army and influence affairs in much of west Africa. In the thirteenth century the Mali 
empire replaced Ghana as the preeminent power in west Africa, but the Mali rulers 
continued the Ghana policy of controlling trans-Saharan trade. 

By the fifteenth century the Mali empire had begun to weaken, and the expansive The Songhay Empire 
state of Songhay emerged to take its place as the dominant power of the western grass- 
lands. Based in the trading city of Gao, Songhay rulers built a flourishing city-state 
perhaps as early as the eighth century. In the early fifteenth century, they rejected Mali 
authority and mounted raids deep into Mali territory. In 1464 the Songhay ruler 
Sunni Ali (reigned 1464-1493) embarked on a campaign to conquer his neighbors 
and consolidated the Songhay empire (1464-1591). He brought the important trad-
ing cities of Timbuktu and Jenne under his control and used their wealth to dominate 
the central Niger valley. 

Sunni All built an elaborate administrative and military apparatus to oversee affairs Songhay 
in his realm. He appointed governors to oversee provinces and instituted a hierarchy Administration 
of command that turned his army into an effective military force. He also created an 
imperial navy to patrol the Niger River, which was an extremely important commer-
cial highway in the Songhay empire. Songhay military might enabled Sunni Ali's suc-
cessors to extend their authority north into the Sahara, east toward Lake Chad, and 
west toward the upper reaches of the Niger River. 

The Songhay emperors presided over a prosperous land. The capital city of Gao 
had about seventy-five thousand residents, many of whom participated in the lucrative 
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African states, 1500-1650. Locate the three largest states of Songhay, Kongo, and Kanem-Bornu. What was it about their respective 

locations that favored the development of such large polities? 

 

trans-Saharan trade that brought salt, textiles, and metal goods south in exchange for 
gold and slaves. The emperors were all Muslims: they supported mosques, built schools 
to teach the Quran, and maintained an Islamic university at Timbuktu. Like the rulers 
of Ghana and Mali, the Songhay emperors valued Islam as a cultural foundation for 
cooperation with Muslim merchants and Islamic states in north Africa. Nevertheless, 
the Songhay emperors did not abandon traditional religious practices: Sunni Ali him-
self often consulted pagan diviners and magicians. 

The Songhay empire dominated west Africa for most of the sixteenth century, 
but it was the last of the great imperial states of the grasslands. In 1591 a musket-
bearing Moroccan army trekked across the Sahara and opened fire on the previously 
invincible Songhay military machine. Songhay forces withered under the attack, and 
subject peoples took the opportunity to revolt against Songhay domination. 

 

Fall of Songhay 
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As the Songhay empire crumbled, a series of small, regional kingdoms and city-
states emerged in west Africa. The kingdom of Kanem-Bornu dominated the region 
around Lake Chad, and the Hausa people established thriving commercial city-states 
to the west. In the forests south of the grasslands, Oyo and Asante peoples built pow-
erful regional kingdoms. On the coasts Diula, Mande, and other trading peoples es-
tablished a series of states that entered into commercial relations with European 
merchant-mariners who called at west African ports after the fifteenth century. The 
increasing prominence of Atlantic trade in west African society worked against the 
interests of imperial states like Mali and Songhay, which had relied on control of 
trans-Saharan trade to finance their empires. 

While regional states displaced the Songhay empire in west Africa, the Swahili 
city-states of east Africa fell on hard times. When the Portuguese mariner Vasco da 
Gama made his way up the east African coast en route to India in 1497 and 1498, he 
skirmished with local forces at Mozambique and Mombasa. On his second voyage to 
India in 1502, he forced the ruler of Kilwa to pay tribute, and his followers trained 
their cannons on Swahili ports all along the east African coast. In 1505 a massive 
Portuguese naval expedition subdued all the Swahili cities from Sofala to Mombasa. 
Portuguese forces built administrative centers at Mozambique and Malindi and con-
structed forts throughout the region in hopes of controlling trade in east Africa. 
They did not succeed in that effort, but they disrupted trade patterns enough to 
send the Swahili cities into a decline from which they never fully recovered. 

Swahili Decline 

The Kingdoms of Central Africa and South Africa 
As trade networks multiplied and linked all regions of sub-Saharan Africa, an increas- The Kingdom 
ing volume of commerce encouraged state-building in central Africa and south Africa. of Kongo 
In central Africa the principal states were the kingdoms of Kongo, Ndongo, Luba, 
and Lunda in the basin of the Congo River (also known as the Zaire River). Best 
known of them was the kingdom of Kongo, since abundant written records throw 
light on its experience in early modern times. The kingdom emerged in the four-
teenth century. Its rulers built a centralized state with officials overseeing military, ju-
dicial, and financial affairs, and by the late fifteenth century Kongo embraced much 
of the modern-day Republic of Congo and Angola. 

In 1483 a small Portuguese fleet reconnoitered the estuary of the Congo River 
and initiated commercial relations with the kingdom of Kongo. Within a few years, 
Portuguese merchants had established a close political and diplomatic relationship 
with the kings of Kongo. They supplied the kings with advisors, provided a military 
garrison to support the kings and protect Portuguese interests, and brought tailors, 
shoemakers, masons, miners, and priests to Kongo. 

The kings of Kongo converted to Christianity as a way to establish closer com-
mercial relations with Portuguese merchants and diplomatic relations with the Por-
tuguese monarchy. The kings appreciated the fact that Christianity offered a strong 
endorsement of their monarchical rule. The new faith was convenient also because 
the saints of the Roman Catholic church were similar to spirits long recognized in 
Kongolese religion. King Nzinga Mbemba of Kongo, also known as King Afonso I 
(reigned 1506-1542), became a devout Roman Catholic and sought to convert all 
his subjects to Christianity. Portuguese priests in Kongo reported that he attended 
religious services daily and studied the Bible so zealously that he sometimes neglected 
to eat. The Kongo capital of Mbanza—known to Europeans as Sao Salvador—had so 
many churches during the sixteenth century that contemporaries referred to it as 
"Kongo of the Bell." 
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I
An engraving depicts Sao Salvador in Angola in the late seventeenth century. A flag flies 

over the royal palace while the Portuguese citadel (to the right of the palace) guards the 

city. Churches appear at the center and on the far right side of the engraving. 

Slave Raiding 	 Relations with Portugal brought wealth and foreign recognition to Kongo but also 
in Kongo 	 led eventually to the destruction of the kingdom and the establishment of a Portu- 

guese colony in Angola. In exchange for the textiles, weapons, advisors, and artisans 
that they brought to Kongo, Portuguese merchants sought high-value merchandise 
such as copper, ivory, and, most of all, slaves. They sometimes embarked on slaving ex-
peditions themselves, but more often they made alliances with local authorities in inte-
rior regions and provided them with weapons in exchange for slaves. Some of their 
local allies were enemies of the kings of Kongo, while others were royal subordinates. 
In either case, Portuguese tactics undermined the authority of the kings, who appealed 
repeatedly but unsuccessfully for the Portuguese to cease or at least to limit their trade 
in slaves. 

In spite of periodic invasions, Kongo remained strong until the mid-seventeenth 
century. Portuguese forces aided Kongo in expelling invaders, but at the same time 
they continued to trade in slaves. Some Portuguese merchants even settled in Kongo, 
took local wives, and henceforth looked more after the interests of their adoptive 
home than their native land. Over time, though, relations between Kongo and Por-
tugal deteriorated, particularly after Portuguese agents began to pursue opportuni-
ties south of Kongo. By 1665 Portuguese colonists to the south even went to war 
with Kongo. Portuguese forces quickly defeated the Kongolese army and decapi-
tated the king. Soon thereafter, Portuguese merchants began to withdraw from 
Kongo in search of more profitable business in the kingdom of Ndongo to the south. 
By the eighteenth century the kingdom of Kongo had largely disintegrated. 

The Kingdom 	 Meanwhile, Portuguese explorers were developing a brisk slave trade to the south 
of Ndongo 	 in the kingdom of Ndongo, which the Portuguese referred to as Angola from the 

title of the king, ngola. During the sixteenth century, Ndongo had grown from a 



Sources from the Past 

King Afonso I Protests Slave Trading in the Kingdom of Kongo 

King Afonso I of Kongo wrote twenty-four official letters to his fellow monarchs, the kings of Portugal. The letters touch 
on many themes—relations between Portugal and Kongo, Afonso's devotion to Christianity, and the slave trade. The 
following excerpts come from two letters of 1526, when Portuguese slave trading was causing serious disruption in 
Kongo, prompting Afonso to request help in controlling the activities of Portuguese merchants. 

And we cannot reckon how great the damage [caused 
by Portuguese merchants] is, since the mentioned mer-
chants are taking every day our natives, sons of the land 
and the sons of our noblemen and vassals and our rela-
tives, because the thieves and men of bad conscience 
grab them wishing to have the things and wares of this 
Kingdom which they are ambitious of; they grab them 
and get them to be sold; and so great, Sir, is the cor-
ruption and licentiousness that our country is being 
completely depopulated, and Your Highness should 
not agree with this nor accept it as in your service. And 
to avoid it we need from [your] Kingdoms no more 
than some priests and a few people to teach in schools, 
and no other goods except wine and flour for the holy 
sacrament. That is why we beg of Your Highness to 
help and assist us in this matter, commanding your fac-
tors that they should not send here either merchants 
or wares, because it is our will that in these Kingdoms 
there should not be any trade of slaves nor outlet for them. 
Concerning what is referred [to] above, again we beg 
of Your Highness to agree with it, since otherwise we 
cannot remedy such an obvious damage. . . . 

Moreover, Sir, in our Kingdoms there is another 
great inconvenience which is of little service to God, 
and this is that many of our people, keenly desirous as 
they are of the wares and things of your Kingdoms, 
which are brought here by your people, and in order 
to satisfy their voracious appetite, seize many of our 
people, freed and exempt men, and very often it hap-
pens that they kidnap even noblemen and the sons of 

noblemen, and our relatives, and take them to be sold 
to the white men who are in our Kingdoms. . . . 

And as soon as they are taken by the white men 
they are immediately ironed and branded with fire, and 
when they are carried to be embarked, if they are 
caught by our guards' men the whites allege that they 
have bought them but they cannot say from whom, so 
that it is our duty to do justice and to restore to the 
freemen their freedom, but it cannot be done if your 
subjects feel offended, as they claim to be. 

And to avoid such a great evil we passed a law so that 
any white man living in our Kingdoms and wanting to 
purchase goods [i.e., slaves] in any way should first in-
form three of our noblemen and officials of our court 
whom we rely upon in this matter, . . . who should in-
vestigate if the mentioned goods are captives or free 
men, and if cleared by them there will be no further 
doubt nor embargo for them to be taken and embarked. 
But if the white men do not comply with it they will lose 
the aforementioned goods. And if we do them this favor 
and concession it is for the part Your Highness has in it, 
since we know that it is in your service too that these 
goods are taken from our Kingdom, otherwise we 
should not consent to this. 

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION 

On the basis of these letters, does it appear that King 
Afonso opposed all slave trading or only certain kinds 
of slave trading? 

SOURCE: Basil Davidson. The African Past. Boston: Little, Brown, 1964, pp. 191-93. 
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small chiefdom subject to the kings of Kongo to a powerful regional kingdom, largely 
on the basis of the wealth it was able to attract by trading directly with Portuguese 
merchants rather than through Kongolese intermediaries. Portuguese merchants 
founded a small coastal colony in Ndongo as early as 1575. After 1611 they steadily 
increased their influence inland by allying with neighboring peoples who delivered 
increasing numbers of war captives to feed the growing slave trade. Over the next 
several decades, Portuguese forces campaigned in Ndongo in an effort to establish a 
colony that would support large-scale trading in slaves. 
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Queen Nzinga 

The Portuguese 
Colony of Angola 

Regional Kingdoms 
in South Africa 

Queen Nzinga of Ndongo speaks with the Portuguese governor of Angola at his headquarters. 

The governor refused to provide Nzinga with a chair, so she seated herself on the back of a 

servant while her "concubines" looked on at the right. 

The conquest of Angola did not come easily. For forty years Queen Nzinga (reigned 
1623-1663) led spirited resistance against Portuguese forces. Nzinga came from a 
long line of warrior kings. She dressed as a male warrior when leading troops in battle 
and insisted that her subjects refer to her as king rather than queen. She sometimes 
went so far in playing male roles as to travel with a group of "concubines"—young 
men dressed as women companions of the "king." She mobilized central African peo-
ples against her Portuguese adversaries, and she also allied with Dutch mariners, who 
traded frequently on the African coast during the mid-seventeenth century. Her aim 
was to drive the Portuguese from her land, then expel the Dutch, and finally create a 
vast central African empire embracing the entire lower Congo  ON. 

Although she was a cunning strategist and an effective mittary leader, Nzinga 
was unable to oust Portuguese forces from Ndongo. She stymied Portuguese efforts 
to extend their influence, but with their powerful arms and considerable wealth, Por-
tuguese forces were able to exploit the political divisions that perennially plagued 
central Africa. When Nzinga died, Portuguese forces faced less capable resistance, 
and they both extended and tightened their control over Angola, the first European 
colony in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Historical records do not shed as much light on the political structures of south 
Africa as they do on Kongo and Angola, but it is clear that in the south, as in central 
Africa, regional kingdoms dominated political affairs. Kingdoms had begun to emerge 
as early as the eleventh century, largely under the influence of trade. Merchants from 
the Swahili city-states of coastal east Africa sought gold, ivory, and slaves from the in-
terior regions of south Africa. By controlling local commerce, chieftains increased 
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their wealth, enhanced their power, and extended their authority. By 1300 rulers of 
one such kingdom had built a massive, stone-fortified city known as Great Zimbabwe, 
near the city of Nyanda in modern Zimbabwe, and they dominated the gold-bearing 
plain between the Zambesi and Limpopo rivers until the late fifteenth century. 

After the fifteenth century a series of smaller kingdoms displaced the rulers of European Arrival 
Great Zimbabwe, and Portuguese and Dutch mariners began to play a role in south in South Africa 
African affairs. In search of commercial opportunities, Europeans struck alliances with 
local peoples and intervened in disputes with the aim of supporting their allies and 
advancing their own interests. They became especially active after Dutch mariners 
built a trading post at Cape Town in 1652. There they encountered the hunting and 
gathering Khoikhoi people, whom they referred to pejoratively as Hottentots. With 
the aid of firearms, they claimed lands for themselves and commandeered Khoikhoi 
labor with relative ease. By 1700 large numbers of Dutch colonists had begun to arrive 
in south Africa, and by midcentury they had established settlements throughout the re-
gion bounded by the Orange and the Great Fish rivers. Their conquests laid the 
foundation for a series of Dutch and British colonies, which eventually became the most 
prosperous European possessions in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Islam and Christianity in Early Modern Africa 
Indigenous religions remained influential throughout sub-Saharan Africa in early 
modern times. Although many African peoples recognized a supreme, remote cre-
ator god, they devoted most of their attention to powerful spirits who were thought 
to intervene directly in human affairs. African peoples associated many of these spir-
its with prominent geographic features such as mountains, waters, or forests. Others 
they thought of as the "living dead"—spirits of ancestors who roamed the world, not 
only distributing rewards to descendants who led worthy lives and who honored the 
memories of departed kin, but also meting out punishments to those who did not. 

Although most Africans continued to observe their inherited religions, both Islam Islam in 
and Christianity attracted increasing interest in sub-Saharan Africa. Islam was most Sub-Saharan Africa 
popular in the commercial centers of west Africa and the Swahili city-states of east 
Africa. In the sixteenth century the trading city of Timbuktu had a prominent Islamic 
university and 180 schools that taught the Quran. Students flocked to Timbuktu by 
the thousands from all parts of west Africa. 

Most African Muslims blended Islam with indigenous beliefs and customs. The re-
sult was a syncretic brand of Islam that not only made a place for African beliefs in spir-
its and magic but also permitted men and women to associate with each other on much 
more familiar termiThan was common in north Africa, Arabia, and southwest Asia. 
Although it appealed to Africans, this syncretic Islam struck many devout Muslims as 
impure and offensive. Muslim merchants and travelers from north Africa and Arabia 
often commented on their shock at seeing women in tropical Africa who went out in 
public with bare breasts and socialized freely with men outside their own families. 

Some Muslims in sub-Saharan Africa also shared these concerns about the purity The Fulani and Islam 
of Islam. Most important of them were the Fulani, originally a pastoral people who 
for centuries kept herds of cattle in the savannas of west Africa. By the late seven-
teenth century, many Fulani had settled in cities, where they observed a strict form of 
Islam like that practiced in north Africa and Arabia. Beginning about 1680 and con-
tinuing through the nineteenth century, the Fulani led a series of military campaigns 
to establish Islamic states and impose their own brand of Islam in west Africa. 

The Fulani did not by any means stamp out African religions, nor did they elimi-
nate indigenous elements from the syncretic Islam practiced in west Africa. But they 
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founded powerful states in what is now Guinea, Senegal, Mali, and northern Nige-
ria, and they promoted the spread of Islam beyond the cities to the countryside. 
They even established schools in remote towns and villages to teach the Quran and 
Islamic doctrine. Their campaigns strengthened Islam in sub-Saharan Africa and laid 
a foundation for new rounds of Islamic state-building and conversion efforts in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Christianity in 	 Like Islam, Christianity made compromises with traditional beliefs and customs 
Sub-Saharan Africa 	when it spread in sub-Saharan Africa. The Portuguese community in Kongo and An- 

gola supported priests and missionaries who introduced Roman Catholic Christianity 
to central Africa. They found strong interest among rulers such as King Afonso I of 
Kongo and his descendants, who eagerly adopted European-style Christianity as a 
foundation for commercial and political alliances with Portugal. Beyond the ruling 
courts, however, Christian teachings blended with African traditions to form syn-
cretic cults. Some Africans regarded Christian missionaries as magicians and wore 
crosses and other Christian symbols as amulets to ward off danger from angry spirits. 

The Antonian 	 A particularly influential syncretic cult was the Antonian movement in Kongo, which 
Movement 	 flourished in the early eighteenth century, when the Kongolese monarchy faced chal- 

lenges throughout the realm. The Antonian movement began in 1704 when an aristo-
cratic woman named Dona Beatriz proclaimed that St. Anthony of Padua had possessed 
her and chosen her to communicate his messages. St. Anthony was a thirteenth-century 
Franciscan missionary and popular preacher. Though born in Italy, St. Anthony died in 
Lisbon, and he became the patron saint of Portugal. He was extremely popular among 

The kings of Kongo retained their Christian faith even after their relations with European 

I
merchants  and missionaries became strained in the seventeenth century. Here King Garcia II—

with European-style boots and a cross attached to his left sleeve—receives a Dutch embassy 

in 1642. 
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Portuguese Christians, who introduced his cult to Kongo. Dona Beatriz gained a repu-
tation for working miracles and curing diseases, and she used her prominence to pro-
mote an African form of Christianity. She taught that Jesus Christ had been a black 
African man, that Kongo was the true holy land of Christianity, and that heaven was for 
Africans. She urged Kongolese to ignore European missionaries and heed her disciples 
instead, and she sought to harness the widespread popular interest in her teachings and 
use it to end the wars plaguing Kongo. 

Dona Beatriz's movement was a serious challenge to Christian missionaries in 
Kongo. In 1706 they persuaded King Pedro IV of Kongo to arrest the charismatic 
prophetess on suspicion of heresy. Upon examining her, the missionaries satisfied them-
selves that Dona Beatriz was a false prophet and that she knowingly taught false doc-
trine. On their recommendation the royal government sentenced her to death and 
burned her at the stake. Yet the Antonian movement did not disappear: Dona Beat-
riz's disciples continued working to strengthen the monarchy and reconstruct Kon-
golese society. In 1708 an army of almost twenty thousand Antonians challenged 
King Pedro, whom they considered an unworthy ruler. Their efforts illustrate clearly 
the tendency of Kongolese Christians to fashion a faith that reflected their own needs 
and concerns as well as the interests of European missionaries. 

Social Change in Early  Modern Africa 
Despite increased state-building activity and political turmoil, African society fol-
lowed long-established patterns during the early modern era. Kinship groups, for ex-
ample, the most important social units that emerged after the Bantu migrations, 
continued to serve as the basis of social organization and sometimes political organi-
zation as well. Within agricultural villages throughout sub-Saharan Africa, clans under 
the leadership of prominent individuals organized the affairs of their kinship groups 
and disciplined those who violated community standards. In regions where king-
doms and empires had not emerged, clan leaders consulted with one another and 
governed large regions. Indeed, even in lands ruled by formal states, clan leaders 
usually implemented state policy at the village level. 

Yet interaction with European peoples brought change to African society in early 
modern times. Trade brought access to European textiles and metal goods. Africans 
had produced textiles and high-quality steel for centuries before the arrival of Por-
tuguese mariners, but European products of different materials and styles became 
popular as complements to native African wares. 

Trade also brought new food crops to sub-Saharan Africa. In the mid-sixteenth American Food Crops 
century, American crops such as manioc, maize, and peanuts arrived in Africa aboard in Sub-Saharan 
Portuguese ships. These crops supplemented bananas, yams, rice, and millet, the prin- Africa 
cipal staple foods of sub-Saharan Africa. The most important American crop was man-
ioc because of its high yield and because it thrived in tropical soils not well suited to 
cultivation of the other crops. 

By the eighteenth century, bread made from manioc flour had become a staple Population Growth 
food in much of west Africa and central Africa, where it helped to underwrite steady 
population growth. In 1500 C.E. the population of sub-Saharan Africa was about thirty-
four million. By 1600 it had increased by almost one-third to forty-four million, and it 
continued climbing to fifty-two million in 1700 and sixty million in 1800. This strong 
demographic expansion is all the more remarkable because it took place precisely when 
millions of Africans underwent an involuntary, forced migration to destinations in the 
Caribbean and the Americas. Despite that migration, American food crops supported 
expanding populations in all regions of sub-Saharan Africa during early modern times. 
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Slavery in Africa 

The Islamic 
Slave Trade 

The Atlantic Slave Trade 

Of all the processes that linked Africa to the larger Atlantic world in early modern 
times, the most momentous was the Atlantic slave trade. From the fifteenth to the 
nineteenth century, European peoples looked to Africa as a source of labor for sprawl-
ing plantations that they established in the western hemisphere. In exchange for slaves, 
African peoples received European manufactured products—most notably firearms, 
which they sometimes used to strengthen military forces that then sought further re-
cruits for the slave trade. Only in the early nineteenth century did the Atlantic slave 
trade come to an end. During the course of the century, most states abolished the in-
stitution of slavery itself. 

Foundations of the Slave Trade 
The institution of slavery appeared in remote antiquity, and until the nineteenth cen-
tury many settled agricultural peoples made some place for slaves in their societies. 
Slavery was common throughout Africa after the Bantu migrations spread agriculture 
to all parts of the continent. As in other societies, most slaves in Africa came from the 
ranks of war captives, although criminals and individuals expelled from their clans also 
frequently fell into slavery. Once enslaved, an individual had no personal or civil rights. 
Owners could order slaves to perform any kind of work, punish them at will, and sell 
them as chattel. African slaves usually worked as cultivators in societies far from their 
homes, although some worked as administrators, soldiers, or even highly placed ad-
visors. The Songhay emperors, for example, often employed slaves as administrators 
and soldiers, since the rulers distrusted free nobles, whom they considered excessively 
ambitious and undependable. Agricultural plantations in the Songhay empire often 
had hundreds of slave laborers, many of them working under the management of slave 
administrators. 

Law and society made African slavery different from bondage in Europe, Asia, and 
other lands. African law did not recognize private property but, rather, vested own-
ership of land in communities. Thus wealth and power in Africa came not from the 
possession of land but from control over the human labor that made the land pro-
ductive. Slaves were a form of private investment, a type of heritable property, and a 
means of measuring wealth. Those who controlled large numbers of individuals were 
able to harvest more crops and accumulate more wealth than others. Africans rou-
tinely purchased slaves to enlarge their families and enhance their power. Often they 
assimilated slaves into their kinship groups, so that within a generation a slave might 
obtain both freedom and an honorable position in a new family or clan. 

After the eighth century, Muslim merchants from north Africa, Arabia, and Persia 
sought African slaves for sale and distribution to destinations in the Mediterranean 
basin, southwest Asia, India, and even southeast Asia and China. This organized 
commerce found ready markets for slaves. When traditional sources proved insuffi-
cient to satisfy the demand for slaves, merchants created new supplies by raiding vil-
lages, capturing innocent individuals, and forcing them into servitude. State officials 
sometimes allied with the merchants by providing cavalry forces to mount lightning 
raids on undefended communities. Merchants then transported the freshly recruited 
slaves across the Sahara desert by camel caravan for distribution in the Mediterranean 
basin or boarded them on ships at the Swahili port cities of east Africa for delivery to 
destinations across the Indian Ocean. During a millennium and more of the Islamic 
slave trade, which lasted into the twentieth century, as many as ten million Africans 
may have left their homeland in servitude. 
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By the time Europeans ventured to sub-Saharan Africa in the fifteenth and six-
teenth centuries, traffic in slaves was a well-established feature of African society, and 
a system for capturing, selling, and distributing slaves had functioned effectively for 
more than five hundred years. When Europeans began to pursue commercial inter-
ests in Africa and the Americas, the slave trade expanded dramatically. After 1450 
European peoples tapped existing networks and expanded commerce in African slaves 
from the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean basin. This At-
lantic slave trade brought about an enormous involuntary migration that influenced 
the development of societies throughout the Atlantic Ocean basin. 

Human Cargoes 
The Atlantic slave trade began small, but it grew steadily and eventually reached enor-
mous proportions. The earliest European slave traders were Portuguese explorers 
who reconnoitered the west African coast in the mid-fifteenth century. In 1441 a 
raiding party seized twelve African men and took them to Portugal as slaves. Por-
tuguese mariners encountered stiff resistance when they attempted to capture slaves, 
as African warriors fired thousands of poison-tipped arrows at gangs of would-be 
slave raiders. Soon, however, the mariners learned that they could purchase slaves 
rather than capturing them, and by 1460 they were delivering five hundred slaves 
per year to Portugal and Spain. In Europe, African slaves usually worked as miners, 
porters, or domestic servants, since free peasants and serfs cultivated the land. 

Slave traders also delivered their human cargoes to Portuguese island colonies in The Early Slave Trade 
the Atlantic. There was no supply of labor to work plantations in the Azores, Madeiras, 
Cape Verde Islands, and Sao Tome, all of which were uninhabited when explorers dis-
covered them in the fifteenth century. The Portuguese population was too small to 
provide large numbers of colonists. Sugar planters on the island of Sao Tome in partic-
ular called for slaves in increasing quantities. They relied on slave labor, and produc-
tion soared along with the demand for sugar in Europe. By the 1520s some two 
thousand slaves per year went to Sao Tome. Soon thereafter Portuguese entrepreneurs 
extended the use of slave labor to South America. During the 1530s Portuguese 
planters imported slaves directly from Kongo and Angola to Brazil, which eventually 
became the wealthiest of the sugar-producing lands of the western hemisphere. 

Meanwhile, Spanish explorers and conquerors also sought laborers to work lands in 
the Caribbean and the Americas. As imported diseases ravaged indigenous populations 
in the western hemisphere, the conquerors found themselves in possession of vast 
stretches of land but few laborers to work it. The Spanish attempted to harness the 
labor of those who survived the diseases, but native peoples frequently revolted against 
their overlords or simply escaped into the hinterlands. Gradually Spanish settlers began 
to rely on imported African slaves as laborers. In 1518 the first shipment of slaves went 
directly from west Africa to the Caribbean, where they worked on recently established 
sugar plantations. During the 1520s Spanish authorities introduced slaves to Mexico, 
where they worked as cultivators and miners. By the early seventeenth century, English 
colonists had introduced slaves also to the North American mainland. 

The demand for labor in the western hemisphere stimulated a profitable corn- Triangular Trade 
merce known as the triangular trade, since European ships often undertook voyages 
of three legs. On the first leg they carried horses and European manufactured goods—
mostly cloth and metalwares, especially firearms—that they exchanged in Africa for 
slaves. The second leg took enslaved Africans to Caribbean and American destina-
tions. Upon arrival merchants sold their human cargoes to plantation owners for two 
to three times what they had cost on the African coast. Sometimes they exchanged 
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The Middle Passage 

slaves for cash, but in sugar-producing re-
gions they often bartered slaves for sugar 
or molasses. Then they filled their vessels' 
hulls with American products before em-
barking on their voyage back to Europe. 

At every stage of the process, the slave 
trade was a brutal and inhumane business. 
The original capture of slaves in Africa was 
almost always a violent affair. As European 
demand for slaves grew, some African chief-
tains organized raiding parties to seize indi-
viduals from neighboring societies. Others 
launched wars for the purpose of captur-
ing victims for the slave trade. They often 
snatched individuals right out of their 
homes, fields, or villages: millions of lives 
changed instantly, as slave raiders grabbed 
their quarries and then immediately spirited 
them away in captivity. Bewilderment and 
anger was the lot not only of the captives 
but also of their family members, who 
would never again see their kin. 

Following capture, enslaved individu-
als underwent a forced march to the coast 
where they lived in holding pens until a 
ship arrived to transport them to the west-
ern hemisphere. Then they embarked on 
the dreadful "middle passage," the trans-
Atlantic journey aboard filthy and crowded 
slave ships. Enslaved passengers traveled 
below decks in hideously cramped quar-
ters. Most ships provided slaves with 
enough room to sit upright, although not 
to stand, but some forced them to lie in 
chains on shelves with barely half a meter 
(twenty inches) of space between them. 
Conditions were so bad that many slaves 
attempted to starve themselves to death or 
mounted revolts. Ship crews attempted to 
preserve the lives of slaves, intending to 

sell them for a profit at the end of the voyage, but often treated the unwilling pas-
sengers with cruelty and contempt. Crew members used tools to pry open the 
mouths of those who refused to eat and pitched sick individuals into the ocean rather 
than have them infect others or waste limited supplies of food. 

Barring difficulties, the journey to Caribbean and American destinations took 
four to six weeks, during which heat, cold, and disease levied a heavy toll on the 
human cargo. During the early days of the slave trade on particularly cramped ships, 
mortality sometimes exceeded 50 percent. As the volume of the trade grew, slavers 
built larger ships, carried more water, and provided better nourishment and facilities 
for their cargoes, and mortality eventually declined to about 5 percent per voyage. 
Over the course of the Atlantic slave trade, however, approximately 25 percent of in-
dividuals enslaved in Africa did not survive the middle passage. 
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The Impact of the Slave Trade in Africa 
Before 1600 the Atlantic slave trade operated on a modest scale. Export figures varied 
considerably from one year to the next, but on average about two thousand slaves left 
Africa annually during the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. During the seven-
teenth century, slave exports rose dramatically to twenty thousand per year, as Euro-
pean peoples settled in the western hemisphere and called for African labor to cultivate 
their lands. The high point of the slave trade came in the eighteenth century, when the 
number of slaves exported to the Americas averaged fifty-five thousand per year. Dur-
ing the 1780s slave arrivals averaged eighty-eight thousand per year, and in some indi-
vidual years they exceeded one hundred thousand. From beginning to end the Atlantic 
slave trade brought about the involuntary migration of about twelve million Africans 
to the western hemisphere. An additional four million or more died resisting seizure or 
during captivity before arriving at their intended destination. 

The impact of the slave trade varied over time and from one African society to 
another. The kingdoms of Rwanda and Bugunda on the great lakes and the herding 
societies of the Masai and Turkana of east Africa largely escaped the slave trade, partly 
because they resisted it and partly because their lands were distant from the major 

Map 26.2 The Atlantic 
slave trade, 1500-1800. 
Note the "triangular pattern of 
the Atlantic trade routes be-
tween Europe, Africa, and the 

Americas. Why were most 
slaves in the Atlantic system 
taken from west/central Africa, 
and where were they taken? 

Volume of 
the Slave Trade 



Sources from the Past 

Olaudah Equiano on the Middle Passage 

Olaudah Equiano (1745-1797) was a native of Benin in west Africa. When he was ten years old, slave raiders seized 
him and his sister at home while their parents were tending the fields. He spent the next twenty-one years as a slave. Then 
Equiano purchased his freedom and worked against the slave trade for the rest of his life. In his autobiography of 1789, 
Equiano described the horrors of the middle passage. 

The first object which saluted my eyes when I arrived 
on the coast was the sea, and a slave ship which was then 
riding at anchor and waiting for its cargo. These filled 
me with astonishment, which was soon converted into 
terror when I was carried on board. I was immediately 
handled and tossed up to see if I were sound by some 
of the crew, and I was now persuaded that I had gotten 
into a world of bad spirits and that they were going to 
kill me. . . . 

I was not long suffered to indulge my grief; I was 
soon put down under the decks, and there I received 
such a salutation in my nostrils as I had never experi-
enced in my life: so that with the loathsomeness of the 
stench and crying together, I became so sick and low 
that I was not able to eat, nor had I the least desire to 
taste anything. I now wished for the last friend, death, 
to relieve me; but soon, to my grief, two of the white 
men offered me eatables, and on my refusing to eat, one 
of them held me fast by the hands and laid me across I 
think the windlass and tied my feet while the other 
flogged me severely. I had never experienced anything 
of this kind before, and although not being used to the 
water I naturally feared that element the first time I saw 
it, yet nevertheless if I could have gotten over the net-
tings I would have jumped over the side, but I could 
not; and besides, the crew used to watch very closely 
over those of us who were not chained down to the 
decks, lest we should leap into the water: and I have seen 

some of these poor African prisoners most severely cut 
for attempting to do so, and hourly whipped for not eat-
ing. This indeed was often the case with myself. . . . 

One day when we had a smooth sea and moderate 
wind, two of my wearied countrymen who were 
chained together (I was near them at the time), prefer-
ring death to such a life of misery, somehow made 
through the nettings and jumped into the sea: immedi-
ately another quite dejected fellow, who on account of 
his illness was suffered to be out of irons, also followed 
their example; and I believe many more would very 
soon have done the same if they had not been prevented 
by the ship's crew, who were instantly alarmed. Those 
of us that were the most active were in a moment put 
down under the deck, and there was such a noise and 
confusion amongst the people of the ship as I never 
heard before, to stop her and get the boat to go after 
the slaves. However, two of the wretches were drowned, 
but they got the other and afterwards flogged him un-
mercifully for thus attempting to prefer death to slav-
ery. In this manner we continued to undergo more 
hardships than I can now relate, hardships which are in-
separable from this accursed trade. 

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION 

On the basis of Equiano's account, what measures did 
the crews of slave ships take to ensure maximum profits 
from their business of transporting human cargoes? 

SOURCE: Olaudah Equiano. The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African, Written by 
Himself 2 vols. London, 1789. (Translation slightly modified.) 
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slave ports on the west African coast. Other societies flourished during early modern 
times and benefited economically from the slave trade. Those Africans who raided, 
took captives, and sold slaves to Europeans profited handsomely from the trade, as 
did the port cities and the states that coordinated trade with European merchants. 
Asante, Dahomey, and Oyo peoples, for example, took advantage of the slave trade 
to obtain firearms from European merchants and build powerful states in west Africa. 
In the nineteenth century, after the abolition of slavery, some African merchants 
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Armed escorts march a group of freshly captured Africans to the coast for sale on slave markets. 

complained bitterly about losing their livelihood and tried to undermine the efforts of 
the British navy to patrol Atlantic waters and put an end to slave trading. 

On the whole, however, Africa suffered serious losses from the slave trade. The Social Effects 
Atlantic slave trade alone deprived African societies of about sixteen million individu- of the Slave Trade 
als, in addition to several million others consumed by the continuing Islamic slave 
trade during the early modern era. Although total African population rose during the 
early modern era, partly because American food crops enriched diets, several individ-
ual societies experienced severe losses because of the slave trade. West African societies 
between Senegal and Angola were especially vulnerable to slave raiding because of 
their proximity to the most active slave ports. 

While diverting labor from Africa to other lands, the slave trade also distorted 
African sex ratios, since approximately two-thirds of all exported slaves were males. 
Slavers preferred young men between fourteen and thirty-five years of age, since they 
had the best potential to repay their buyers' investments by providing heavy labor 
over an extended period of time. This preference for male slaves had social implica-
tions for lands that provided slaves. By the late eighteenth century, for example, 
women made up more than two-thirds of the adult population of Angola. This sex-
ual imbalance encouraged Angolans to practice polygamy and forced women to take 
on duties that in earlier times had been the responsibility of men. 

Apart from its demographic and social effects, the slave trade also brought tur- Political Effects 
moil to African societies. During early modern times, African peoples fought many of the Slave Trade 
wars for reasons that had little or nothing to do with the slave trade, but it encour-
aged them to participate also in conflicts that might never have occurred in the ab-
sence of the trade. 
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Violence escalated especially after the late seventeenth century, when African peo-
ples increasingly exchanged slaves for European firearms. When the kingdom of Da-
homey obtained effective firearms, for example, its armies were able to capture slaves 
from unarmed neighboring societies and exchange them for more weapons. During 
the eighteenth century, Dahomey expanded rapidly and absorbed neighboring soci-
eties by increasing its arsenal of firearms and maintaining a constant flow of slaves to 
the coast. Indeed, the Dahomey army, which included a regiment of women soldiers, 
became largely a slave-raiding force. By no means did all African states take such ad-
vantage of the slave trade, but Dahomey's experience illustrates the potential of the 
slave trade to alter the patterns of African politics and society. 

The African Diaspora 
Some slaves worked as urban laborers or domestic servants, and in Mexico and Peru 
many worked also as miners. The vast majority, however, provided agricultural labor 
on plantations in the Caribbean or the Americas. There they cultivated cash crops 
that made their way into commercial arteries linking lands throughout the Atlantic 
Ocean basin. Although deprived of their freedom, slaves often resisted their bondage, 
and they built hybrid cultural traditions compounded of African, European, and 
American elements. Most European and American states ended the slave trade and 
abolished slavery during the nineteenth century. By that time the African diaspora-
the dispersal of African peoples and their descendants—had left a permanent mark 
throughout the western hemisphere. 

Plantation Societies 
Most African slaves went to plantations in the tropical and subtropical regions of the 
western hemisphere. When European peoples arrived in the Caribbean and the Amer-
icas, they found vast stretches of fertile land and soon began to envision huge profits 
from plantations that would satisfy the growing European demand for sugar and other 
agricultural commodities. Spanish colonists established the first of these plantations in 
1516 on the island of Hispaniola (which embraces modern Haiti and the Dominican 
Republic) and soon extended them to Mexico as well. Beginning in the 1530s Por-
tuguese entrepreneurs organized plantations in Brazil, and by the early seventeenth 
century English, Dutch, and French plantations had also appeared in the Caribbean 
and the Americas. 

Many of these plantations produced sugar, which was one of the most lucrative 
cash crops of early modern times. But plantations produced other crops as well. Dur-
ing the seventeenth century, tobacco rivaled sugar as a profitable product. Rice also 
became a major plantation product, as did indigo. By the eighteenth century many 
plantations concentrated on the cultivation of cotton, and coffee had begun to emerge 
as a plantation specialty. 

Regardless of the crops they produced, Caribbean and American plantations had 
certain elements in common. All of them specialized in the production of some agri-
cultural crop in high demand. Plantations often maintained gardens that produced 
food for the local community, but their purpose was to profit from the production 
and export of commercial crops. In efforts to operate efficiently and profitably, plan-
tations relied almost exclusively on slave labor. Plantation communities often included 
a hundred or more slaves, whose uncompensated labor services helped keep their agri-
cultural products competitive. Plantations also featured a sharp, racial division of labor. 
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I  In an engraving of 1667, a European supervisor (lower right) directs slaves on a sugar plantation in Barbados as they haul 

 cane, crush it to extract its juice, boil it to produce molasses, and distill the product into rum. 

Small numbers of European or Euro-American supervisors governed plantation affairs, 
and large numbers of African or African-American slaves performed most of the com-
munity's physical labor. 

In spite of their structural similarities, plantation societies differed considerably 
from one region to another. In the Caribbean and South America, slave populations 
usually were unable to sustain their numbers by natural means. Many slaves fell victim 
to tropical diseases such as malaria and yellow fever. On the plantations they faced 
brutal working conditions and low standards of sanitation and nutrition. Moreover, 
slaves had low rates of reproduction because plantation owners mostly imported male 
slaves and allowed only a few to establish families. Thus, in the Caribbean and South 
America, plantation owners imported continuing streams of slaves from Africa to 
maintain their workforces. Of all the slaves delivered from Africa to the western hemi-
sphere, about half went to the Caribbean, and a third more went to Brazil. Smaller 
numbers went to other destinations in South America and Central America. 

Only about 5 percent of enslaved Africans went to North American destinations. 
Diseases there were less threatening than in the Caribbean and Brazil, and in some 
ways the conditions of slaves' lives were less harsh than in the more southerly regions. 
North American planters imported larger numbers of female slaves and encouraged 
their slaves to form families and bear children. Their support for slave families was es-
pecially strong in the eighteenth century, when the prices of fresh slaves from Africa 
rose dramatically. 

No matter where they lived, slaves did not meekly accept their servile status, but 
like Thomas Peters resisted it in numerous ways. Some forms of resistance were mild 

Regional Differences 

Resistance to Slavery 
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but costly to slave owners: slaves often worked slowly for their masters but diligently 
in their own gardens, for example. They occasionally sabotaged plantation equipment 
or work routines. A more serious form of resistance involved running away from 
the plantation community. Runaways known as maroons gathered in mountainous, 
forested, or swampy regions and built their own self-governing communities. Ma-
roons often raided nearby plantations for arms, tools, provisions, and even slaves to 
increase their own numbers or to provide labor for their communities. Many maroons 
had gained military experience in Africa, and they organized escaped slaves into effec-
tive military forces. Maroon communities flourished throughout slave-holding re-
gions of the western hemisphere, and some of them survived for centuries. In 
present-day Suriname, for example, the Saramaka people maintain an elaborate oral 
tradition that traces their descent from eighteenth-century maroons. 

The most dramatic form of resistance to slavery was the slave revolt. Slaves far out-
numbered others in most plantation societies, and they had the potential to organize 
and overwhelm their masters. Slave revolts brought stark fear to plantation owners and 
supervisors, and they often resulted in widespread death and destruction. Yet slave re-
volts almost never brought slavery itself to an end, because the European and Euro-
American ruling elites had access to arms, horses, and military forces that extinguished 
most rebellions. Only in the French sugar colony of Saint-Domingue did a slave revolt 
abolish slavery as an institution (1793). Indeed, the slaves of Saint-Domingue declared 
independence from France, renamed the land Haiti, and established a self-governing re-
public (1804). The Haitian revolution terrified slave owners and inspired slaves through-
out the western hemisphere, but no other slave rebellion matched its accomplishments. 

Slaves were vulnerable to cruel treatment that often provoked them to run away from their 
plantations or even mount revolts. A French visitor to Brazil in the early nineteenth century 

depicted a Portuguese overseer administering a brutal whipping to a bound slave on a 

plantation near Rio de Janeiro. 
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The physical labor of African and African-American slaves made crucial contribu- Slavery and 
tions to the building of new societies in the Americas and also to the making of the Economic 
early modern world as a whole. Slave labor cultivated many of the crops and extracted Development 
many of the minerals that made their way around the world in the global trade net- 
works of the early modern era. Slaves themselves did not enjoy the fruits of their labors, 
which flowed disproportionately to European peoples and their Euro-American de-
scendants. Except for the labor of enslaved African peoples and their African-American 
descendants, however, it would have been impossible for prosperous new societies to 
emerge in the Americas during the early modern era. 

The Making of African-American Cultural Traditions 

Enslaved Africans did not enjoy the luxury of maintaining their inherited cultural tra-
ditions in the western hemisphere. They often preserved African traditions, including 
languages and religions, but had to adapt to societies compounded of various Euro-
pean and American as well as African elements. When packed in slave ships for the 
middle passage, they found themselves in the company of Africans from societies other 
than their own. When sold to masters in the Caribbean and the Americas, they joined 
societies shaped by European and American traditions. In adapting to new circum-
stances, slaves constructed distinctive African-American cultural traditions. 

European languages were the dominant tongues in the slave societies of the west- African and 
em hemisphere, but African languages also influenced communication. Occasionally Creole Languages 
African slaves from a particular region were numerous enough to speak among them- 
selves in their native tongues. More often they spoke a creole tongue that drew on 
several African and European languages. In the low country of South Carolina and 
Georgia, for example, slaves made up about three-quarters of the population in the 
eighteenth century and regularly communicated in the creole languages Gullah and 
Geechee, respectively. 

Like their languages, slaves' religions also combined elements from different soci- African-American 
eties. Some slaves shipped out of Africa were Christians, and many others converted to Religions 
Christianity after their arrival in the western hemisphere. Most Africans and African- 
Americans did not practice European Christianity, however, but rather a syncretic faith 
that made considerable room for African interests and traditions. Because they devel-
oped mostly in plantation societies under conditions of slavery, these syncretic religions 
usually did not create an institutional structure or establish a hierarchy of priests and 
other church officials. Yet in several cases—most notably Vodou in Haiti, Santeria in 
Cuba, and Candomble in Brazil—they became exceedingly popular among slaves. 

All the syncretic, African-American religions drew inspiration from Christianity: 
they met in parish churches, sought personal salvation, and made use of European 
Christian paraphernalia such as holy water, candles, and statues. Yet they also pre-
served African traditions. They associated African deities with Christian saints and re-
lied heavily on African rituals such as drumming, dancing, and sacrificing animals. 
Indeed, the core of these syncretic faiths was often participation in rituals like those 
observed in Africa. They also preserved beliefs in spirits and supernatural powers: 
magic, sorcery, witchcraft, and spirit possession all played prominent roles in African-
American religions. 

As in their languages and religions, slaves relied on their African traditions in cre- African-American 
ating musical forms attuned to the plantation landscape. For many of these involun- Music 
tary laborers, the playing of African music brought a sense of home and community 
to mind. It represented precisely what the slaves had lost—a sense of cultural ground-
ing and belonging. African slaves in the Americas adapted African musical traditions, 
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including both their rhythmic and their oratorical elements, to their new environ-
ments as a means of buffering the shock of transition, as a way to survive and to re-
sist the horrid conditions of their new lives. In the process, they managed to create 
musical forms that made their influence felt not just in the slave quarters but also in 
the multicultural societies of the Caribbean and the Americas. 

Slaves fashioned a new sense of identity and strength by bending west African in-
struments and musical traditions to European languages, Christian religion, and the 
work routines of American plantations. Slave musicians played drums and stringed 
instruments such as banjos that closely resembled traditional African instruments. 
They adapted west African call-and-response patterns of singing to the rhythms of 
field work on plantations. The call-and-response format also found its way into the 
music of spirituals that blended Christian, European, and African influences. 

Many slave owners dismissed drumming and African-influenced music as hea-
thenism, and some sought to ban music out of fear that it harbored subversive po-
tential. Slave owners in South Carolina recalled, for example, that slaves had used 
drums to signal one another to rise 'up during the Stono rebellion of 1739. Despite 
efforts to suppress African influences, the music of slaves and later of their free de-
scendants survived and testified to the continuing relevance of music as a means of 
shaping community identity and resistance to oppression. From work songs and spir-
ituals to the blues, jazz, and soul, African-American music evolved to mirror the dif-
ficult and often chaotic circumstances of black life in the Americas. 

African-American 	African traditions also made their effects felt throughout much of the western hemi- 
Cultural Traditions 	sphere. Slaves introduced African foods to Caribbean and American societies and 

helped give rise to distinctive hybrid cuisines. They combined African okra, for ex-
ample, with European-style sauteed vegetables and American shellfish to produce mag-
nificent gumbos, which found their way to Euro-American as well as African-American 
tables. (Okra and gumbo are both African words.) Slaves introduced rice cultivation to 
tropical and subtropical regions, including South Carolina, Georgia, and Louisiana, 
and added variety to American diets. They also built houses, fashioned clay pots, and 
wove grass baskets in west African styles. In many ways the African diaspora influenced 
the ways all peoples lived in plantation societies. 

Olaudah Equiano 

The End of the Slave Trade and the Abolition of Slavery 
Almost as old as the Atlantic slave trade itself were voices calling for its abolition. 
The American and French revolutions stimulated the abolitionist cause. The Ameri-
can call for "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness" and the French appeal for 
"liberty, equality, and fraternity" suggested that there was a universal human right to 
freedom and equality. 

Africans also took up the struggle to abolish commerce in human beings. Fre-
quent slave revolts in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries made the institution 
of slavery an expensive and dangerous business. Some freed slaves contributed to the 
abolitionist cause by writing books that exposed the brutality of institutional slavery. 
Most notable of them was the west African Olaudah Equiano (1745-1797), who in 
1789 published an autobiography detailing his experiences as a slave and a free man. 
Captured at age ten in his native Benin (in modern Nigeria), Equiano worked as a 
slave in the West Indies, Virginia, and Pennsylvania. He accompanied one of his mas-
ters on several campaigns of the Seven Years' War before purchasing his freedom in 
1766. Equiano's book became a best-seller, and the author traveled throughout the 
British isles giving speeches and denouncing slavery as an evil institution. He lobbied 
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government officials and members of Par-
liament, and his efforts strengthened the 
antislavery movement in England. 

Quite apart from moral and po-
litical arguments, economic forces 
also contributed to the end of 
slavery and the slave trade. Plan- / 
tations, slavery, and the slave 	/ 
trade continued to flourish as 
long as they were profitable, 
notwithstanding the efforts of 
abolitionists. Yet it gradually 
became clear that slave labor 
did not come cheap. The pos-
sibility of rebellion forced 
slave societies to maintain ex-
pensive military forces. Even 
in peaceful times slaves often 
worked unenthusiastically, but 
owners had to care for them 
throughout their lives no matter 
how hard they worked. Further- 
more, in the late eighteenth century a 
rapid expansion of Caribbean sugar pro-
duction led to declining prices. About the 
same time, African slave traders and European 
merchants sharply increased the prices they charged for fresh slaves. 

As the profitability of slavery declined, Europeans began to shift their investments 
from sugarcane and slaves to newly emerging manufacturing industries. Investors 
soon found that wage labor in factories was cheaper than slave labor on plantations. 
As an additional benefit, free workers spent much of their income on manufactured 
goods. Meanwhile, European investors realized that leaving Africans in Africa where 
they could secure raw materials and buy manufactured goods in exchange was good 
business. Thus European entrepreneurs began to look upon Africa as something 
other than a source of slave labor. 

In 1803 Denmark abolished the trade in slaves, and other lands followed the End of the 
Danish example: Great Britain in 1807, the United States in 1808, France in 1814, Slave Trade 
the Netherlands in 1817, and Spain in 1845. The end of the legal commerce in slaves 
did not abolish the institution of slavery itself, however, and as long as plantation 
slavery continued, a clandestine trade shipped slaves across the Atlantic. British naval 
squadrons sought to prevent this trade by patrolling the west coast of Africa and 
conducting search and seizure operations, so gradually the illegal slave trade ground 
to a halt. The last documented ship that carried slaves across the Atlantic arrived in 
Cuba in 1867. 

The abolition of the institution of slavery itself was a long and drawn-out process: The Abolition 
emancipation of all slaves came in 1833 in British colonies, 1848 in French colonies, of Slavery 
1865 in the United States, 1886 in Cuba, and 1888 in Brazil. Saudi Arabia and An- 
gola abolished slavery in the 1960s. Officially, slavery no longer exists, but millions 
of people live in various forms of servitude even today. According to the Anti-Slavery 
Society for the Protection of Human Rights, debt bondage, contract labor, sham 

Olaudah Equiano 

as depicted in the 

first edition of his 

autobiography (1789). 

The Economic 
Costs of Slavery 
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adoptions, servile marriages, and other forms of servitude still oppress more than 
two hundred million people, mostly in Africa, south Asia, and Latin America. Mean-
while, the legacy of the Atlantic slave trade remains visible throughout much of the 
western hemisphere, where the African diaspora has given rise to distinctive African-
American communities. 

D wring the early modern era, the peoples of sub-Saharan Africa organized societies 

on the basis of kinship groups as they had since the early days of the Bantu migra- 

tions. They also built states and traded with Islamic societies as they had since the eighth 

century C.E. Yet African peoples also experienced dramatic changes as they participated 

in the formation of an integrated Atlantic Ocean basin. The principal agents of change 

were European merchant-mariners who sought commercial opportunities in sub-Saharan 

Africa. They brought European manufactured goods and introduced American food crops 

that fueled population growth throughout Africa. But they also encouraged a vast expan-

sion of existing slave-trading networks as they sought laborers for plantations in the 

western hemisphere. The Atlantic slave trade violently removed sixteen million or more 

individuals from their home societies, and it led to political turmoil and social disruption 

throughout much of sub-Saharan Africa. Enslaved Africans and their descendants were 

mostly unable to build states or organize societies in the western hemisphere. But they 

formed an African diaspora that maintained some African traditions and profoundly in-

fluenced the development of societies in all slave-holding regions of the Caribbean and 

the Americas. They also collaborated with others to bring about an end to the slave trade 

and the abolition of slavery itself. 
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CHRONOLOGY 

1441 	 Beginning of the Portuguese slave trade 

1464-1493 
	

Reign of Sunni Ali 
- 	_ 

1464-1591 Songhay empire '11=1111111111111111  
1506-1542 
	

Reign of King Afonso I of Kongo 

1623-1663 
	

Reign of Queen Nzinga of Ndongo 

1706 	 Execution of Dona Beatriz 

1745-1797 Life of Olaudah Equiano 

1793-1804 
	

Haitian revolution 

1807 	 End of the British slave trade 

1865 	 Abolition of slavery in the United States 
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